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I once heard someone say …
Stand for something or you will fall for anything.
Today I stand strong and tall,
Like a skyscraper
But even the strongest buildings have fallen,
Twin Towers, I feel your pain.
I am resilient and can be rebuilt
Bottoms with trap doors will not keep me down.
I’m a beautiful eagle,
It is time to spread my wings and soar.

I WILL RISE
Sarah H.

I want to be strong and peaceful
Moving just enough to keep life going forward
But without making so much commotion that I am noticed
I want to be seen as something beautiful not loud, crashing, scary
I want people to see me as inviting, calm
So that they are drawn to me
But also knowing that there is more to me than meets the eye
I still have places deep inside me that others will never know
Places that are mine
Only revealed to the people who are willing to explore
Those who deserve to know everything I’m made of.
Janet M
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As I bathe in the ocean of my sins,
I wash away all I have known, a new life begins.
The serenity of this peace allows me to renew old beliefs
Almost as if my soul rises to the surface,
Gliding and dancing, moving on with purpose
Never to drag my soul below towards the darkened depths
Becoming one, rising up to the sun,
The light of the rays bring you back, closing your eyes, making up for all that lacks
Forever in motion, a new type of commotion
The currents that turn me, give over what once would burn me
Stepping out from the water that has cleansed and freed me.
Caitlin G.
I got down with white, brown, and green
It made me mean
I was a beast on the street,
Scuffed up Nike’s on my feet
My heart concrete and cold
Started to get clean at 30 years old
I was always on the fly to get high, stick-up
Gave no thoughts or reason why and always on the pivot for them digits you dig it
Dope sick waiting for this day to get over
Hoping someday my life would end, game over
Praying for sobriety
One day grow up have a house, family, and kids
Stop getting high and keep living and maintaining this clean life bid
Joey
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I’m becoming rain on a sunny day
Nobody likes me, that’s okay cus I don’t like y’all
anyway
I’m becoming your addiction, I’ll do anything to
keep you high
I’m that monkey on your back
That always takes the pain away
You going seven step programs, they just want to
lead you astray
I’m that goal you wanna achieve
Dodging all obstacles, even though there is people
around me hoping that I’ll fall.
Demetrius
My obsession is the devil dragging me down by my ankles.
I face my addiction … One hideous beast.
Acceptance is a seemingly impossible place.
I’ve seen the pain searing through the hearts of people I love like a selfish, spiteful blade.
Guilt and shame hang over me like a dark cloud,
Ready to unleash a downpour of all my sins coming back on me.
The downpour puts out the flames of burning bridges,
But doesn’t rebuild them, as only I can.
But when those who related to you can say “Patience is a virtue,”
There is a highway of hope for miles ahead.
Katie C.
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When I see respect, I see my brother and I go out with him for day passes
I will always care for myself, family and friends.
I always have joy inside myself.
I will always love the Lord more than anyone.
I will travel with respect always.
I would like to live with freedom for ever.
I will always live with strength for ever.
Everyone should believe in the Lord like always.
Strength is something I love.
Where there is faith, there is love.
Where there is love, there is peace.
Where there is peace, there is God.
Where there is God, there is no need.

Crystal

My heart is filled with my family’s love
Hoping this time I’ll stay clean and be like a dove
Andrew H.
Chaos, madness brings strength and pain
Lost without purpose, searching for love
Finding nothing but emptiness, ugliness and shame
Determined to succeed, never giving up on a dream
Sara A
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Who am I?
Someone going nowhere at 100 mph
Always on the fast lane, destination unknown
Rolling to the dice all night long
Rob
My fear consumes me
It is the root of everything in my life
It holds me, controls me
Fear doesn’t allow me to accept, to move on
To love, to move, to be still, to care,
To walk away.
I am afraid all the time
Fear swims through my blood stream
And lives in my bones, dwells in my brain.
Fear resides in my heart
I am afraid of everything.
I am so afraid, I don’t know what I am afraid of.

Danielle B.

Having come this far is enjoyable
Some challenges have been being in the hospital
To complete the program is a goal I have
Having come this far is a life long journey that I have been traveling through time
Like a leaf flowing down a stream to the address where I live
Trevor N.
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I am becoming ice cream, contents shipped from place to place
Milk, cream, eggs and savory confections of chocolate chips, confetti candy
Mixed together in a maker
An ice cream maker, metal handle turned and churned to thicken the solution of milk
The sprinkles added and sprinkled over the thickened mixture to show I am confetti life,
Full of color and full of variety
Spoon to creamy thickened mixture
Scooping the ice cream into the mouth
I like that melting, give heat
I find myself in a Meyers in Columbus, Ohio
And order a scoop of ice cream with sprinkles on a cone
Sprinkles on, sparkles down
What it is to me is soft as a fawn
Lydia B

Back and forth and back again
When will this dance ever end
Letting go to be free
Learning to be content with me
Hoping, dreaming
Still believing
Make mistakes but still achieving
Back and forth and back again
Hope this dance will never end
Doreen
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I’m swimming all along in a pool of darkness
And I feel like the darkness is slowing pulling me under
I yell for help but no one is there to hear it
I begin to see the water at eye level
And I kick and flail fighting to stay above the darkness
But the darkness won’t let go of its hold on me
So I slowly start to begin to the feeling that lies below the water line
The water starts to fill my lungs
The lungs that once held so much life
Yet now they allow the murky water to replace that
I know that this path doesn’t lead to happiness
But why doesn’t someone grab my hand, pull me from the darkness’ grasp?
Because no one knows I stand at this boundary, the boundary between light and dark
So I begin to give into this darkness that holds me
All of the strength and courage I once had in my heart cannot save me from the darkness’
grasp
Now I silently slop below the world of consciousness,
Undetected by the inhabitants of that would
I don’t want to fight anymore
I’ve given into darkness
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Sasah

Sad … Laughter … Hurt … Grateful
I got the blues today
Should I stay or should I go
I got the blues today
Because I am not free
I got the blues today
Should I stay or should I go
I got the blues today
Because I have known joy
Should I sleep should I go
I got the blues today
My body asks with poem
Should I stay should I go
I got the blues today
Should stay or should I go
Barbara R

I feel as I grew up too fast, and as I look back it’s a hasty past.
My Ma and Pa sheltered me from the evils of life, and growing up, the best they could
But unfortunately, it landed on deafened ears.
Things I’ve suffered from all through my years.
The ups and downs, were very high and low, and as I grew people have seen it show.
I’ve had to live with the seeds I’ve sowed. Some more harsh than I would have need to feel.
If only I listened to the wisdom spoke instead of looking at it as a joke
Drew W

I would like to be a waterfall that is clean and clear yet strong and powerful in the way that it
flows
I would like to flow over all my past mistakes and by addictive behaviors
Leah G
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My journey is endless
An innocent child, learning to become a woman
Growing up in a beautiful but very cruel and ugly
world
If what doesn’t break me makes me stronger, then I
should be Wonder Woman
Yet I call myself a victim for choices I have made
No one took my life form me
I gave it all away
I may have lost the battle but never will I surrender
in this war
I am strong

Sarah H.

My heart is filled with my family’s love
Hoping this time I’ll stay clean and be like a dove
Lauren

I am becoming
A mother – loving, understanding, nurturing
Sister- sharing, dependable, best friend
Friend – loyalty, respect, dignity
Daughter – loving, caring, unique
Wife - honesty, loyal, freaky
Woman
And a recovering alcoholic and addict
Zulein
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Looking back at life, a black cloud with sadness, struggles, anger and pain above my head.
Tears of numbness rolling like a river.
On my knees praying for this plague to leave.
Death seeping through my veins, taking over the strong woman I used to be.
Eleventh South Girls

Reality, dying with reality
Dealing with it now, it sucks
I am hopeful that in the future it will be good
I don’t know what I hope for
That makes it hard
Jason

I want to be strong and peaceful
Moving just enough to keep life going forward
But without making so much commotion that I am noticed
I want to be seen as something beautiful not loud, crashing, scary
I want people to see me as inviting, calm
So that they are drawn to me
But also knowing that there is more to me than meets the eye
I still have places deep inside me that others will never know
Places that are mine
Only revealed to the people who are willing to explore
Those who deserve to know everything I’m made of
Janet M
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As I bathe in the ocean of my sins,
I wash away all I have known, a new life begins
The serenity of this peace allows me to renew old beliefs
Almost as if my soul rises to the surface gliding and dancing moving on with purpose
Never to drag my soul below towards the darkened depths becoming one
Rising up to the sun
The light of the rays bring you back, closing your eyes
Making up for all that lacks
Forever in motion a new type of commotion
The currents that turn me, give over what once would burn me
Stepping out from the water that has cleansed and freed me
Caitlin G.

I am strong willed.
My heart is more filled for the Future of tomorrow,
Which will not be filled with sorrow
Then maybe in some way, I can hold on just for today
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Kelly B

My heart reaches out for love.
My tears roll down my face
I have found no place to call my own.
Searching and feeling my own emotions I tend to hide.
I reach to open and let them out, but the pain says no you’re gonna stay
So to my day my pain as always remain.
Dot
The blues are like a woman that is bringing life
Life into this world love and life into this world,
But they can take so much away and leave despair and wreckage behind.
I sometimes doubt if I can find a safe harbor in the arms of a woman
Without the dark there is no light.
Chuck W

In the deepest darkest pit of my soul
This is the blues puzzle of my soul
Thinking back
Having taken my soul with their heartless hands and mind
Putting my life back together one tiny piece at a time
Why I feel left in middle of nowhere.
My heart is left so far behind
I will always wonder why that is the one piece I can’t find
Trina
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Moving at my own pace
Not worried about the race
Let the peace freely flow
Until my heart becomes a glow
Steering clear of any stagnant pools
So I must learn to use the tools
Let all the hurt and pain
Wash away and down the drain
Let go as it will seep
Then fill back up clear and deep
Now comes happiness so wild and free
The light at the tunnel is all I ever wanted to see
Only forward never back
Never worry about the things I lack
Just push forward and never pull
Until life is again whole and full

Kerri M.

Watching sand beneath me, flushing away all the past,
My disgusting self, trickling into a deep and clean lively self within me
I finally have life
No longer fast moving away from me, but now becoming whole

Irina

Let’s take a journey through a path of concrete sidewalks and razor sharp fences
Let’s take a trip through a valley of dark henchmen and bottle tops, needles, caps, hair wraps
and dark alleys
Women who compromise their sexuality and live in a harsh reality
But have the strength and knowledge to overcome this tragedy
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Jamiliah J

Numbers and dials lead to temptation
The hand on the clock has barely moved.
Staring at the numbers,
At three a.m. somewhere a bird sings.
I press on buttons and turn the book pages backwards,
All too eager to know what the story will reveal next.
I am afraid the last page is blank.
Slam the book shut and put it back on the shelf.
Danielle B.

I know how I have got this far because I am strong
And determined to get out myself up on the clouds then down on the wet dirt
I have been stepped on and kicked all over the place
I picked myself up and turned myself around
Never had time for myself but I really didn’t mind
I love to help people it makes me feel really good
Cancer
Now I am bold due to Chemo
I really don’t know where this part of my carrousel is going
It only goes up and down and round and round
Not really knowing where it goes from here
I hope my life gets better
Well, it can’t get any worse than how my life has gone
Mary C.
God told me so, don’t worry. I feel I am source of living eternity
Like water to live and carry on

Bassam
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I, Joel, having come this far, too far to turn back now
From the time to time I think of my life beginning from conception in my mother’s womb
My journey from an infant into a caterpillar
The cocoon to a butterfly
This first year of life
Experiences from an almost helpless newborn baby to crawling, walking, and talking in less
than one year
With the help of family.
I have to say God brought me too far to leave me now
Everyday life takes us from one stage to the next
Joel S.

Walking into detox again
Feeling like my soul is gone
Seeing the faces of my children all alone
Alie
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Once upon a time when a picture looked perfect
When the mind took over the heart
The abuse and trauma played as a cassette, but the stop never worked.
Where pills worked, as they said would, briefly removing the pain,
As a child was forced to die inside.
When motherhood blossomed at the age of 18 and a child raised a baby
As a little boy became his mother’s savior
And she selfishly thought he could save her.
But the last rewind brought hope and a woman took a stand against her pain.
So she saw the better side of life
The beauty of the past brings my future in recovery
Ashley

From my cravings and addiction comes a lot of pain that had me addicted.
I never would have thought that I had fought loving myself for so long,
But yet in so many ways had made me strong! Today!!!
I’m still full of fears and have a lot of tears to shed
But today I can say I’m putting my addiction to bed!
Shakila V

To have your feet play with splash
Creating a path
Sunrise on a lake
Peace in your heart and mind
Reaching your eyes will bring you surprise
For I am everywhere far and near

Elizabeth G
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It hurts too much I’m not this strong, they are
my babies
I miss them too much. I’m their mommy
I make a deal
I’ll give you my $, my body, my soul
Take away my pain
You do, I start running
It gets dark quick
It hurts again, worse now. I miss them.
Do they know mommy misses them?
Please just tell them mommy loves them
when I’m gone
I’m so tired, there nowhere to lay down
I keep running. I can’t stop
I want to be gone, but I’m still here - why?
Tell them mommy loves them when I’m
gone, promise me.
I never knew anything could hurt this bad
I want it to stop, they’re my babies
I can’t anymore, it still hurts,
I’m their mommy
I miss them so much
It wasn’t supposed to end this way.
Maybe I can tell them myself one day.
Sunshine
Heart said to the mouth let me out so I can be heard
For I’m so tired of being inside can you let someone hear me,
For I have much to say,
Don’t run away because its only love I say.
I hold everything that you feel
I need you so someone can hear
Hear what I say
I listen to what is said
When do I get a chance to say what pounds on me day after day?
Dot
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Born in this dark stagnant swamp
Filthy water, mud, and muck all around
I slowly trickle into snaking rivers
Poisonous venom touching all that comes close
Soon I progress into raging rapids,
Violently churning, drowning any that dare to try and defy me
Soon the spiritual awakening light hits my currents
I am overwhelmed by the warmth
I have now found the glorious ocean
Glistening velvety smooth waves, shimmering in loving light
I AM HOME

Lindsey H.

There can be no light except from the dark
There can be no love if not of the heart
Today I may be me by looking back through the past
Nothing is forever, even time does not last
Walk with me now, for I will change in a blink of your eye
For nothing can be born if nothing is let to die
So never give up, forget me not
I’m forever changing, not just a little, but a whole lot.

Mary S.

If I was an ocean at sea, I would be crystal clear water
As the sun beams down it seems to be getting hotter
I’d like people to see through me
As the sparking different colored rainbow is shining down on me
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Jacque G

Rain endlessly cycling from the sea to the land
Wearing incredible amounts of rock and land away
Reshaping the face of the earth
Grand Canyon, I did that.
Chuck W.
Looking forward to my lunch
Getting better and able to walk better
I used a cane for walking sometimes
I am working with physical therapy everyday
I am involved with recreational activities and I like to play Bingo
Bill D

Shattuck Partners thanks the Poet Participants, poet/artist/instructor L'Merchie Frazier, co-facilitator
Jenn Minoque, and project advisors Edmund Barry Gaither, Director of the Museum of the National
Center of Afro-American Artists and Robert McMackin for their participation in these workshops.
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